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ROZY GLOW GYM
Special Prices. Half price yoga classes if you buy 
2-month classes by end March. Free massage with
every 3-month yoga package. Saturday morning
classes for under 7s FREE for members’ kids.

           To: Phil
           From: Coreen
Hi!
There’s a staff meeting at 6.oo pm,
Wednesday, the day after tomorrow, not
today as previously arranged. Too many
of us sick with that flu virus.
Coreen

School Gym Closed

Until further notice all gym classes to be held in main 

assembly hall. Please collect gym mats from storeroom

before classes.

STUDENT MEAL CARDS
Please show card to cashier. Failure to carry
your card will result in full meal charges. 
CARD LOSS to be reported to Student Union
within a week of loss to get a new one.

Pam,
I’ll be late tonight. There’s a train strike.
Dinner for you two is in the fridge. Don’t
forget to take the dog out for a quick walk
and pick up her pills from the vet.
Mum  

Look at the text in each question. What does it say? Mark the correct letter A, B or C. 

PAPER 1  READING & WRITING

PART 1 Questions 1-5

Example:

0

Example answer: 0 C

NO BALL GAMES ALLOWED

ON THE GRASS

The notice says
A. you may not sit on the grass.
B. you should be careful when playing football on the grass.
C. all ball games on the grass are forbidden.

Why has Coreen written this email?
A.  because the staff meeting has been cancelled
B.  because all the staff are off sick
C.  because there has been a change in a meeting 

The notice tells students 
A.  there are no gym lessons.
B.  to get equipment before lessons.
C.  there will be different classes in the the assembly     
     hall.

What does Mum tell Pam?
A.  that she will eat out             
B.  that she has left a meal for two
C.  that the dog has to go to the vet   

What does the advertisement say?
A.  You can get 2 months yoga for a lower price.
B.  If you buy any yoga package, you get a gift.
C.  On Sundays there are free classes for kids.

What should students have in mind? 
A.  They needn’t always carry their meal cards when    
     paying.
B.  Without a meal card they will be made to pay 
     normal price.
C.  They must report card loss immediately.   
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TEST 11PAPER 1 - READING

These teenagers want to go to a summer adventure camp to improve their English and do something new. Below are
some of the places they can go to. Decide which would be the most suitable for each teenager. For questions 6-10,
mark the correct letter (A-H).   

6.   Lila wants to go to a summer camp where she can practise English, but not have formal lessons. She loves wind 
      surfing, although she is a bit scared of the sea. She would like a place that serves vegetarian meals.

7.   Dimitri wants to improve his English over the summer to take his final exams. He wants to be near London. He 
      loves rock climbing and swimming. He needs to improve his vocabulary and listening skills. He would prefer 
      the option of living out and would like organised excursions.

8.   Helge wants a summer camp that offers hiking and mountain biking. She wants to improve her English and 
      French but does not want lessons every day. She would like a camp where students sleep in cabins. She would 
      like the camp to be just for girls.

9.   Mario's English is not very good so he would prefer the option of a private tutor. He would like some activities 
      involving animals and a full excursion programme. He does not want to share accommodation and also needs a 
      special diet as he is vegan.

10. Selma wants to do lots of walking, horse riding or cycling, but she would also like to visit London and go shopping.
      She wants to take an English exam to get into an English university. She would prefer the camp to be for older 
      children. She wants to stay for a minimum of 6 weeks. 

A.  The Lake’s Summer Camp is a summer school with a differ-  
      ence. You sleep in special waterproof tents near the lake.  
      Daily lessons in English, Spanish or Italian, and then you      
      are free to go on one of dozens of hiking trails with our     
      experienced guides, or to the local stables for pony trek-   
      king across the hills. 

B.  Lakeside Sports and Adventure Camp is a great way to learn  
      English without the usual classroom hours. All activities are
      in English. Plenty of variety with outdoor activities, and our
      great lakeside setting is perfect for our full watersport       
      programme. We cater for special diets.

C.  Sussex Activity College is in the English countryside. This is an
      activity/English centre where the emphasis is on exam         
      preparation for students aged 12-18. After your 3 hour       
      exam timetable, you choose between horse riding, cycling, 
      walking or tennis. For over 16s there is a special ‘be free’    
      programme, allowing trips to London and Brighton. Courses
      from 2-8 weeks. 

D.  The Thames Activity Summer Camp. While we offer accom- 
      modation, many of our students choose the option of living
      out, with British families. Great exam preparation classes,   
      taking into account your special needs. We also offer the   
      best climbing walls in Europe and sports facilities include a 
      pool and tennis courts. Excursions over the weekends are  
      included in booking fee.

E.   Beachside Activity Camp is a great way to spend summer    
      days with the added bonus of no formal English classes. All
      learning takes place by doing activities. It’s the perfect         
      place for tennis and football fans. Plenty of chances to get  
      out into nearby Brighton with its lively cafes and its great   
      beach and Brighton Pier. 

F.    Language and Activity Treehouse Camp for girls is a great way
      to enjoy the freedom of nature whilst improving your lan-  
      guage skills. Accomodation is in cosy cabins. Daily activities
      include mountain biking, hiking across the local hills and     
      swimming in our lake. Languages (English, French and        
      Italian) and classes are held 3 days a week.

G.  Sun City Summer Camp for girls is a great place for girls to im-
      prove their English while learning new activities, like dance, 
      cooking and painting. There are also sailing lessons on our    
      very own lake! The camp is in the grounds of an animal 
      sactuary just North of London. London shopping trips are a 
      standard, so don’t forget to bring some spending money. 

H.  The Sanctuary. Students can choose to care for one animal 
      for their complete stay, which may be from one week to   
      eight! Students choose how they want to learn English,      
      and there are opportunities for private lessons with our     
      experienced tutors. Lots of chances to see England! 
      Special diets provided for and single or double rooms        
      by choice!

Summer Schools

6 B

7 D

8 F

10 C

9 H

PART 2 Questions 6-10
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PAPER 1 - READING

Look at the sentences below about a climbing centre in Brighton. Read the text and decide if each sentence is
correct or incorrect. If it is correct mark A. If it is not correct mark B.

11. The climbing centre is open only during school holidays.

12. The next Olympics will include climbing.

13. Every kind of climbing uses harnesses.

14.When you try bouldering, you don’t climb so high.

15. Indoor climbing has been increasing in popularity in recent years.

16. This is the only rainy day activity in Brighton.

17. There is a furniture course for young children in the centre.

18. The writer’s son was more skilled at climbing than she was. 

19. There is public transport from the climbing centre to Brighton.

20. The minimum age for climbing is 4 years old.

12 A

11 B

13 B 

14 A

15 A

16 B

17 B

18 A

19 A

20 A

If it’s raining, as it is more often than not in England, it’s a
weekend or school holiday and you’ve got a bunch of lively
teenagers on your hands, here’s the place for you. Take the
kids to High Sports Climbing Centre, Brighton. The chances
are you can sit back and relax with a magazine, while they
climb up rock faces with an enthusiasm usually shown only
during their online activities.

With indoor climbing set to be part of the next Olympics, 
interest in the sport is growing and this particular place 
offers a fun but professional introduction for kids.

High Sports Centre is an indoor climbing centre offering top
roping (wearing a harness attached to a rope controlled by
an instructor or partner below you), lead climbing (for more
experienced climbers, where you attach the rope to metal
hooks, called quick draws, as you climb) and bouldering (no
ropes or harness, shorter routes, a mat below, just in case),
with three bays of walls up to 13 metres high. 

Indoor climbing was on the rise even before it was confirmed
as an Olympic sport for the 2020. Games, but recognition is
likely to send inte-rest sky high. 

While there are masses of things to entertain kids in Brighton
itself, this is a great rainy-day option for all ages. Anyone can
give it a go. My son (six) put years of clambing over anything

in his path (furniture, trees, me) to good use and made it to
the top of the wall with ease. I’m considerably less like a
mountain goat - and scared of heights - but managed a couple
of short climbs under the patient and encouraging watch of
our instructor, George. The instructors, by the way, are
great! They encourage and have the patience needed for
kids who get frustrated if they don’t succeed at once! You
can rest assured of complete safety!

And if the lively bunch of youngsters decide they need feed-
ing, no problem! The climbing wall is in a leisure centre so
you could eat there if you’re desperate, though my advice
would be to take the bus back to Brighton where there are
plenty of food options to suit even the most difficult teen,
plus cake shops and ice-cream parlours. We treated our-
selves to peanut-butter ice-cream near the pier, but if you
venture into the Lanes, you could find more adventurous 
offerings!

So is it value for money? Well, a one-hour taster session costs
£13.50 (for 7-16 year-olds, one instructor to six participants);
a family taster is £63 for four people (aged 4+). There are
cheaper activities you can do as a family but this is a great 
introduction to a skilled sport with an enthusiastic instructor,
so it is recommended.

Aiming High

PART 3 Questions 11-20
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TEST 11

Read the text and questions below. For each question, mark the correct letter A, B, C or D.

The most famous mystery about Loch Ness is the phenome-
non of an enormous creature that is believed to live in the
water - known as the Loch Ness Monster, or ‘Nessie’.

Over the years, rumours spread all over the world with
some believing that ancient Scottish myths about water
creatures encouraged the idea of a creature living in the
depths of Loch Ness.

In 1933, construction began on the road that runs along the
north shore of the Loch. The work involved drilling and
blasting and it is believed that the disruption forced the
monster from the depths and into the open. Around this
time, there were numerous people reporting that they had
seen it and, in 1934, surgeon R. K. Wilson managed to take
a photograph that appeared to show a head and neck rising
above the surface of the water. Nessie hit the headlines and
has remained the topic of fierce debate ever since. How-
ever, the picture was later exposed as a hoax by one of the
participants, who, on his deathbed, explained that the pic-
tures were fake.

In the 1960s, the Loch Ness Investigation Office conducted
a ten-year survey - recording an average of 20 sightings per
year. And, by the end of the decade, mini-submarines were
being used for the first time to explore the depths of the Loch
using special equipment. In this way, new public interest was 
generated in the mid 1970s with underwater photographs. 

Recently, a picture taken by an amateur photographer in
Scotland has created a huge interest because it appears to
show the Loch Ness Monster once again.

While there’s no definitive word on what’s in the image, it
certainly shows something: perhaps a single creature of
some kind, or maybe three seals, as some have suggested.
The Scotsman newspaper has even headlined an article
about the picture: “Most convincing picture of the Loch
Ness monster ever taken?”

Who knows? Maybe Nessie will become a fact rather than a
legend, in the not too distant future.

Mystery & Legend

21.  What is the writer trying to do in this text?

       A. review the evidence for the existence of Nessie

       B. show that the evidence is fake

       C. explain why Nessie may live in Loch Ness

       D. tell the reader about the history of Loch Ness

22.  Why did the Monster come up from the deep in the 

      1930s?

       A. because there were more people around

       B.  because there was a lot of noisy activity

       C. because people were taking photos

       D. because it is a sea horse legend

23.  What is true about the famous 1934 photo?

       A.  It showed the whole monster.

       B.  It was taken by a newspaper reporter.

       C.  It was not a picture of Nessie.

       D. The man who took it died soon after.

24.  What does the writer tell us about more recent        
      sightings?

       A.  There are 20 per year.

       B.  A recent one is considered by some to be genuine.

       C.  They are decreasing in number.

       D. The public is slowly losing interest.

25.  Which would be a good advertisement for a new       
      documentary about Loch Ness?

       

PART 4 Questions 21-25

A. New Facts about the Loch Ness revealed

A Myth? New evidence backed by video footage shows Nessie
swimming with seals. Watch the witnesses tell their stories.

B. The Monster. The true story.

Road building wakes Nessie up. She appears regularly to tourists.
Mystery surrounds the myth of Nessie. Watch the new evidence.

C. NESSIE... Ancient Scottish Myth?

Watch witnesses and scientist look at the evidence. Some recent
photos have some people convinced. Where is Nessie?

D. NESSIE - Amazing facts

She is a sea horse. She showed herself to the road workers.
She was recently filmed swimming with other huge creatures.
Watch the movie!
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PAPER 1 - READING

Read the text below and choose the correct word for each space. For each question,
mark the correct letter A, B, C or D.

Located in the North-Atlantic ocean (0) close by the Arctic Circle, Iceland is a bridge (26) .............. continents.

Iceland (27) .............. a cool climate, with refreshing summers and mild temperatures in winter. Icelandic cul-

ture has been shaped by distance and the extreme (28) .............. of nature, conditions which have created

close family ties, a strong sense of tradition and a tight bond (29) .............. nature.

Now, it may be freezing and stormy but Icelanders are (30) .............. to have BBQs  in any weather, acting

(31) .............. they live in the bright Australian sunshine.

It's also a (32) .............. sight to see mothers or fathers meeting up with their friends in cafes and catching

(33) .............. on the latest gossip, sometimes leaving their baby outside the cafe, whilst watching it through the

window. That way the baby won't wake up from the noise - (34) .............. the fresh air will do it good. It's 

perfectly safe. There is hardly (35) .............. crime in Iceland.

0.       A. next                                B. close                            C. beside                          D. almost

26.     A. through                           B. between                      C. over                             D. near

27.     A. enjoys                             B. likes                             C. benefits                        D. gets

28.     A. energy                            B. power                          C. forces                           D. strength

29.     A. by                                   B. in                                 C. with                             D. for

30.     A. made                              B. known                         C. told                              D. shown

31.     A. like                                 B. as                                 C. if                                  D. though

32.     A. general                            B. regular                         C. common                      D. universal

33.     A. with                                B. up                                C. in                                 D. to

34.     A. while                               B. as soon as                    C. until                             D. before

35.     A. many                              B. any                              C. some                           D. lots

Example answer:

An Unusual Place

PART 5 Questions 26-35

0 A     B     C     D
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TEST 11

Here are some sentences about being in hospital. For each question, complete the second sentence
so that it means the same as the first. Use no more than three words.

Example:   The ambulance did not arrive until an hour after the accident.
                It took the ambulance an hour to get to the accident.

1.   She prefers pizza to hospital food.

     She’d rather eat pizza ........................................ hospital food.

2.   Her leg hurt during her stay in the hospital.

     Her leg hurt while ........................................ in the hospital.

3.   The nurse checked to see if she had a fever.

     She had her ........................................ to see if she had a fever.

4.   The doctor operated on her broken leg.

     Her broken leg ............................... on.

5.   She asked the nurse if she could have a pill for her headache.

     ‘Please .......................................... a pill for my headache?’

PART 1 Questions 1-5

WRITING

than (eat)

she was

temperature taken

was operated

can /could/may I have
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PAPER 1 - WRITING

You and your friend Pete are going away for a camping weekend. Write a note to Pete. In
your note you should:

     •  suggest a time to leave on Friday
     •  tell him what to bring
     •  suggest somewhere to eat on your first night

Write 35-45 words.

Write an answer to one of the questions (7 or 8) in this part. Write your answer in about 100 words.
Put the question number at the top of your answer.

Question 7
This is part of a letter you receive from an English friend.

     •  Now write a letter to your friend giving your advice.
     •  Write your letter in about 100 words.

Question 8

     •  Your English teacher wants you to write a story. 
     •  This is the title of the story:
         
                         The empty house.

     •  Write your story in about 100 words.

I need to get a summer job. I have been offered
a job in a restaurant for the summer. I know you
have done this type of job. What advice can you
give me about the job and what to expect?         

PART 2 Question 6

PART 3 Questions 7-8
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TEST 11

There are seven questions in this part. For each question, choose the correct answer A, B or C.

PAPER 2    LISTENING
PART 1 Questions 1-7

A 3 B C

Example:   Where did the woman leave her hat?

1. What does she want for breakfast?

2. How will they travel?

3. What does the man decide to buy?

A B C 3

A 3 B C

A B C 3
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PAPER 2 - LISTENING

A B C 3

6. Where will they go?

A 3 B C

7. What was stolen?

A 3 B C

4. What was the bride wearing?

A B 3 C

5. What did the man do at the weekend?
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TEST 11

You will hear a student veterinary nurse talking about her studies and job on a radio show.
For each question, choose the correct answer A, B or C.

8.   How does Lee find working and studying?

      A. tiring

      B. satisfying

      C. challenging

9.   What advice does she give new students?

      A. to get a job with animals

      B. to work in a shop for experience

      C. to give your time to get experience 

10. Why does she think work placement is good?

      A. because you earn money while studying

      B. because you get experience while studying

      C.because it’s easy to get a job after

11. Lee says online courses can be

      A. lonely.

      B.more difficult.

      C. more fun.

12. When she is faced with a problem, Lee

      A.contacts fellow students.

      B. chats with her friends online.

      C. gets really upset.

13. Lee is thinking of      

      A.opening an exotic pet business.

      B. leaving her job.

      C. staying in her present job.

A

B 

C 

3

A

B 

C 3

A

B 

C 

3

A

B 

C 

3

A

B 

C 3

A

B 

C 

3

PART 2 Questions 8-13
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You will hear a man talking about a famous diamond.
For each question, fill in the missing information in the numbered space.

PART 3 Questions 14-19

12

The Hope Diamond: 
Colour – grey blue
•    length (14) ......................................................................... millimetres and 21.7 wide

Found by French merchant:
•    sold to the King of (15) ......................................................................... in 1668
•    stolen in 1792

Sold after King George of England died in:
•    (16) ......................................................................... to pay debts 

The following owner was:
•    Henry (17) ......................................................................... 

The diamond then went to:
•    (18) ......................................................................... and then New York

It’s estimated value is:
•    (19) ......................................................................... of a billion dollars

The Hope Diamond

25.6

France

1830

Philip Hope

London

a quarter



TEST 11

Look at the six sentences for this part. You will hear Mike and Tara talking about a new restaurant in their area.
Decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, choose the letter A for YES. If it is not correct,
choose the letter B for NO.

20.  Mike says he does his work at his flat.

21.  Tara says she doesn’t have much money.

22.  When you go into the café, you pay something.

23.  The longer you stay, the more you pay.

24.  There are waitresses who serve food.

25.  Sometimes you can’t find anywhere to sit.

3

3

3

3

3

3

A
YES

B
NO

PART 4 Questions 20-25

13


